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By Tom Miller

Black and White Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Slim Jim: Simply the
Best, Tom Miller, Jim Baxter was one of Scotland's greatest-ever football players, a left-footed
wonder who became a Rangers icon and a leading member of the celebrated Scotland side of the
1960s. In this insightful biography, Tom Miller takes an in-depth look at the legend known as Slim
Jim. Baxter joined Rangers in 1960 for a then record transfer fee of GBP 17,500 and quickly showed
his worth, helping them to an incredible run of ten trophy victories between 1960 and 1965. He also
played an instrumental role in Scotland's strong international run, especially playing against
England, where in 1963 he scored both goals in a 2-1 victory after Scotland were reduced to ten
players. And his 1967 game of keepieuppie, while waiting for teammates to get into position, in the
midst of the British Home Championship has gone down in football history. Yet off the field, Baxter
was a contradictory character. Though an affable man who eschewed the sectarianism that
blighted Glasgow football, he was also a gambler and regularly drank to excess. After stints at
Sunderland and Nottingham Forest, his football career ended with...
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Completely among the finest publication I have got possibly read through. It really is rally exciting throgh reading through period. You are going to like how
the writer compose this publication.
-- Modesta Stamm PhD-- Modesta Stamm PhD

An incredibly awesome publication with perfect and lucid reasons. It can be writter in simple phrases and not confusing. I am just delighted to let you
know that this is actually the very best publication i actually have study during my very own lifestyle and could be he best publication for actually.
-- Paula Gutkowski-- Paula Gutkowski
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